
 

Face-to-face with some shattered lunar
boulders

February 28 2012, by Jason Major

  
 

  

The remains of crumbled boulders in Schiller crater. Credit:
NASA/GSFC/Arizona State University

Breaking up may be hard to do, but these two lunar boulders seem to
have succeeded extremely well! Imaged by the Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter Camera (LROC) in October of 2009, this crumbled couple was
recently identified by Moon Zoo team member Dr. Anthony Cook and
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brought to the attention of the project’s forum moderator.

The tracks left in the regolith — lunar soil — behind the boulders tell of
their past rolling journeys down the slope of the elongated Schiller
crater, in which they reside. Rolling boulders have been spotted before
on the Moon, but what made these two split apart? And…why does that
one on the lower right look so much like half a face?

Several things can cause lunar boulders to come loose and take the
nearest downhill course. Meteorite impacts can shake the ground locally,
giving the rocks enough of a nudge to set them on a roll. And
moonquakes — the lunar version of earthquakes, as the name implies
(although not due to tectonic plate shifts but rather to more mysterious
internal lunar forces) — can also dislodge large boulders.

The low gravity on the Moon can make large rocks take a bounding path,
evidenced by the dotted-line appearance of some of the trails.

Could all that bounding and bouncing have made the two boulders above
shatter apart? Or was something else the cause of their crumbling?

Dr. Cook suggested that the boulders could have fractured before they
began rolling, and then the added stress of their trip down the crater’s
slope (uphill is to the right) made them break apart at the end of their
trip… possibly due to further weathering and the extreme temperature
variations of lunar days and nights.
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This is one rock that's not happy about its breakup!

Although a sound idea, Dr. Cook added, “I’m a bit puzzled though why
the one on the top left has rock debris so far away from the centre. The
boulder that looks like a skull rock on the bottom right has debris a lot
closer to it, that could simply be explained by bits falling off as one
would expect from the explanation above.”

Another idea is that the boulders were struck by meteorites, but it seems
extremely improbable that two would have been hit right next to each
other. Still, not impossible, especially given the geologic time spans in
play.

And as far as the “skull rock” boulder is concerned… that’s a little
something called pareidolia, the tendency for our brains to interpret
random shapes as something particularly significant. In this case it’s a
human face, one of the most popular forms of pareidolia (perhaps best
known by the famous “Face on Mars”, which, as we all now know, has
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been since shown to be just another Martian mesa.)

It does look like a face though, and not a particularly happy one!

Find out more about rolling boulders and Schiller crater on the LROC
site hosted by Arizona State University here, and take a look at the full
image scan of the region yourself… you may find more of these broken-
up rolling rocks!

Source: Universe Today
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